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AS EVEN THE most cursory glance at the daily newspapers reveals, United States

(US) involvement in Iraq relies to a large extent on the efforts of private corporations.

From rebuilding the water system and the electrical grid to providing security, food

and housing for both Iraqis and Americans, private corporations are now a

ubiquitous element of US foreign policy. Private corporations have actually played

an increasing role in the conduct of US foreign policy in recent years. From Somalia

to the crisis in the Balkans, the US government has relied more and more upon

private corporations to achieve an array of short and long term foreign policy

objectives.1 The precedent for this expanded private corporate role was actually set

decades ago as corporations took on an enlarged function, replacing military

personnel, in the most enduring and costly of America’s nation building projects

ever: the creation of ‘South Vietnam’. Along the way, these construction corporations

in Vietnam embedded themselves in the country as they proceeded to create a vast

military infrastructure to make the southern half of Vietnam military defensible.

Though they put an unprecedented effort into ingratiating themselves among the

people and into creating a corporate work culture among their fifty thousand

workers, they failed to overcome the larger resistance to the whole project.

By 1965, the year of major escalation and ‘Americanization’ of the war in

Vietnam, the United States had for ten years been trying to create a new nation below

the seventeenth parallel.2 A substantial aid and assistance programme inaugurated in

1954 had steadily grown in scope and magnitude. That over all programme had

swollen from several hundred US military personnel and a couple hundred million

dollars in annual aid to more than 180,000 military personnel and over six hundred

million in aid. Despite such a large scale programme designed to create a separate

nation out of southern Vietnam, the experiment in nation building continued to

flounder. The removal and assassination of the Saigon regime’s leader Ngo Dinh

Diem in early November, 1963, had only exacerbated an already dire situation.

United States policymakers and planners responded to the unfolding political,

economic, and social collapse inside southern Vietnam by substantially ramping up

what had been a very limited direct US military role there.

Anticipating this wider US military involvement, the administration of Lyndon

B. Johnson authorized in 1964 a consortium of private firms to begin an epic

programme of military construction designed to create the kind of physical

infrastructure that would make escalation possible. That consortium, employing

more than 50 thousand (mostly Vietnamese) workers at its peak, became a highly
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visible and relatively permanent feature of the US mission as it went about

transforming southern Vietnam through not only massive military base and port

building projects, but also through the imposition of American corporate culture in

trying to create a reliable, quiescent workforce. Ironically, though this epic military

construction programme succeeded beyond anyone’s imagination, the war that it

made possible not only failed but supplanted and undermined the larger aim of

nation building, of creating an independent Vietnam below the seventeenth parallel.

‘The Construction Miracle of the Decade’

By the time the Johnson administration decided to escalate Vietnam into a war

instead of an aid and assistance programme, the U.S mission had already outstripped

the capacity of southern Vietnam to receive it. Infrastructure was non existent,

insecure or inadequate. Significant portions of the road network became at times

unusable due to lack of security, decay and war damage or some combination of

these. By all accounts, the administration faced a crossroad in its policy toward

Vietnam by early 1965: either allow for complete collapse of the entire project and

withdraw the United States from the situation, or undertake an American military

take over and an attempt to prevent what nearly everyone viewed as imminent.3 The

latter course, the one chosen, would mean a considerable investment beyond just

large numbers of troops. It would also mean a commitment to establish a vast

physical infrastructure to remake southern Vietnam.

All of southern Vietnam had only three airfields capable of landing jet aircraft.

Its national airline, 75% government owned, consisted of twelve aircraft, none of

which was jet propelled.4 Tan Son Nhut, the Saigon airfield serving as the principal

hub, received some of the military aid, but could not begin to keep pace with the

flood of materiel. Of all the supplies destined for southern Vietnam, over 90% arrived

by sea. Consequently, the increased volume of military hardware and Commodity

Import Programme (CIP) goods created significant port congestion. Saigon, in fact,

possessed the only port with deep draft berthing. Other port facilities such as those

at Da Nang, Nha Trang and Hué remained woefully inadequate. Over the next year,

almost half of all military cargo and 90% of all Agency for International Development

(AID) cargo passed through the port at Saigon. The congestion became infamous as

ships and barges often waited a period of weeks or months for dock space to off load.

As of early 1965, despite years of economic aid and infrastructure development,

southern Vietnam still lacked anything like an integrated, modern, national

infrastructure. In past years, though recognized periodically as an obstacle, this

underdeveloped infrastructure was not nearly the problem it soon became. A

congressional team explained the importance of the port situation following a series

of investigative trips there in 1966: ‘Vietnamese port capacity is the chief factor

bearing on the amount of assistance—both military and economic—that the United

States is physically capable of providing to Vietnam.’5

Significantly escalating the American presence in Vietnam thus required

substantial physical development. The needed construction would quickly dwarf

that which had come before. Engineers and construction teams had been at work

building up the physical infrastructure of the southern half of Vietnam since the late

1950s. They had built new, or had refurbished, canals, roads and bridges, residential

areas, hospitals, port facilities, airfields and more. Beginning in 1962, much of this
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work was handed over to a consortium of private American construction

corporations made up of Raymond International and Morrison Knudsen (RMK). The

work had been somewhat limited, however, by the limited nature of American

involvement. Those placed in charge of various building projects assumed the work

would be completed in only a few years. The pace of new projects seemed to confirm

this as orders trailed off throughout much of 1964. In August, however, this trend

was reversed as a series of new orders began to arrive at the offices of RMK.6

Originally contracted for around $15 million in construction work, RMK saw

its responsibilities expand dramatically from late 1964 into early 1965.7 By spring,

construction allocations had soared to over $150 million and RMK could hardly keep

pace.8 Because so much of the work had to be completed prior to escalation, the

consortium knew of the imminent American expansion well before most others. At

the same time, the scale of the work, the pace of the projects and the funds allocated

provided some early indication of things to come. The congress granted the

administration $700 million in supplementary military spending for Vietnam in 1965,

and $100 million was earmarked for construction. These projects quickly spread

across much of southern Vietnam and involved ports, ammunition dumps, airfields,

radio installations, refugee camps, barracks, fuel depots, hospitals, warehouses and

other facilities. By May, the consortium had more than doubled its workforce from

the 1964 level, hiring several hundred American construction workers and eleven

thousand Vietnamese, largely as unskilled labourers.9 Several months later, the

orders still ran far ahead of the capacity of RMK alone. One exasperated MK official

explained, ‘all we knew was that they wanted a lotta roads, a lotta airfields, a lotta

bridges, and a lotta ports, and that they probably would want it all finished by

yesterday.’10 In early August, RMK brought onboard two other large American

construction firms, Brown & Root and J. A. Jones Construction to form the RMK BRJ.

This consortium became the sole contractor for the federal government for military

construction projects in Vietnam. The US Army, the Navy’s Seabees and the Air

Force’s Base Engineering Emergency Forces (BEEF) construction units also played a

role, but the RMK BRJ accounted for the lion’s share of all work, or about 90% of the

total.11 The RMK BRJ, eventually renaming itself the ‘Vietnam Builders’ to convey its

enlarged role, negotiated a cost plus fixed fee contract via the US Navy for a

staggering array of construction projects aimed to quickly prepare Vietnam below

the 17th parallel for a major US military presence.12

Quickly ramping up the direct American role accelerated the need for more

projects. Once completed, a given project such as barracks or warehouse space was

often quickly inundated and more became necessary. In some instances, projects had

to be expanded even before completion. In early March, the first contingent of

combat troops, two Marine battalions, waded ashore at Da Nang, officially to guard

the air base there. More troop deployments soon followed. As it became clear that the

Rolling Thunder bombing campaign begun in the spring had little or no impact on

Vietnamese leaders in Hanoi and even less impact in the south, the White House

authorized US ground forces to engage in offensive operations.13 Administration

officials then recommended increasing US troop strength by 40,000 following a

hastily convened Honolulu conference in late April.14 The period from July to

December saw the greatest increase as the United States sent approximately 150,000

soldiers to Vietnam. By the end of the year, the troop total stood at 184,000; up from
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just 23,000 a year earlier.15 A week prior to the March deployment at Da Nang,

Secretary of Defence Robert S. McNamara had assured the military brass that there

was an ‘unlimited appropriation’ to meet the military requirements in Vietnam. A

large part of that appropriation came, as it came in subsequent years, in

supplemental military spending packages approved by congress in May and again in

August.16 During these weeks, events moved with great speed, which accelerated the

construction needs exponentially. Once landed, these troops needed a vast support

network including bases, supply lines, equipment, maintenance and repair facilities,

messing and quartering facilities, water and sewage systems, power plants, a

communications network, and more. The administration could only escalate the war

in Vietnam as fast as an infrastructure to receive the influx could be built.17

Historian John Prados has estimated that each US soldier required 50 pounds

of supplies a day when in the field. At this rate, the 184,000 troops in Vietnam by the

end of 1965 required 138,000 tons of supplies per month. When the Vietnamese

military forces being supplied and trained by the Americans are added, the over all

figure jumps to more than 285,000 tons of supplies per month. This quantity far

exceeded the entire port capacity of southern Vietnam.18 These estimates only

account for a relatively small percentage of the total supply volume required for the

kind of escalated role now being planned and implemented. CIP goods for 1965, for

example, had grown to $150 million, while total aid swelled to nearly $350 million.19

Not counted in these numbers are additional military materiel requirements which

reached 650,000 tons per month in 1966. Throughout the year, AID commodities and

war materiel continued to flood into Vietnamese ports and airfields, to fill up docks

and to consume all available warehouse space. Airfields too experienced sharp

increases in the flow of goods. Traffic increased at Saigon’s Tan Son Nhut airfield by

200% in just over a year, giving the airport a heavier traffic load than Los Angeles

International. Air traffic at the Da Nang facility increased 5,000% from 1961, while

Ban Me Thuot saw a 500% increase and Hué 300%.20 Ship and barge traffic piled up

while waiting off loading. By November, 1965, 122 ships laden with goods sat idle

unable to find dock space.21 An ad hoc construction programme simply would not

meet the tremendous needs. Something more systematic would be needed.

Military planners quickly pieced together a model for the development of a

modern, integrated military infrastructure to encompass all of southern Vietnam. The

plan called for heavy port construction at Da Nang, Qui Nhon, Cam Ranh Bay and

Saigon. These ports, once substantially developed, would form the ‘keystones of the

base development plan and the centres of what eventually became semiautonomous

logistical enclaves’. These three port areas, complete with major airbases, would

receive troops and supplies, and then feed both into the interior and to smaller ports

all along the coast. In mid 1965, and aside from these coastal facilities, the United

States military had no way to deliver the expanding volume of supplies into the

southern Vietnamese interior. There simply was no system as such, extending into

the countryside capable of delivering goods on anything like the scale rapidly

becoming necessary. Consequently, planners considered the system being designed

and quickly constructed absolutely necessary. Almost simultaneously they also

realized that, however grandiose their initial planning, it would not begin to

accommodate the forces and equipment requirements being assembled in the coming

months. These basic plans were revised and expanded almost constantly over the
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next two years. The result would be an immense grid complex of airfields, bases,

ports, canals, ammunition depots, military hospitals, dumps, warehouses, and light

industry for military production, all woven together to form a kind of military

‘matrix’. Needed supplies and materiel of all kinds could simply be plugged in to the

system at any point and conveyed to any other point along the grid. Airfields, both

large and small, would dot the landscape as well. The plan was to have no spot

anywhere in southern Vietnam more than 15 miles from an airfield, and airfields

would have ready access to other larger airfields and/or the system of ports.22

By late 1965 and into early 1966, the transformation of southern Vietnam was

well underway. The Builders completed or neared completion on a number of

projects at Cam Ranh, Da Nang, Qui Nhon, Pleiku, Chu Lai and, further south at

Vung Tau, Bien Hoa, Soc Trang and Saigon. Projects were underway at dozens of

construction sites simultaneously to assemble all of the pieces of the larger grid and

get it up and functioning to relieve massive congestion and to allow for the assembly

of even greater forces and related materiel.23 At Saigon, planners decided on a brand

new facility just upstream from the existing pier. The new, deep draft facility, called

Newport, would consist of multiple deep draft berths and receive military cargo

exclusively. Traffic teemed at numerous lesser ports all over southern Vietnam.24

Hundreds of thousands of square feet of new warehouses overflowed with goods

and more space was hurriedly being built. Numerous airfields, some that had only

recently come into existence at all, now accommodated hundreds of flights daily, and

others were in various stages of construction. An extensive road building

programme was also underway involving hundreds of miles of new and refurbished

roadways linking towns along the coast to each other and to the interior. Whole new

industries sprang to life as the American construction programme devoured massive

quantities of cement, crushed rock, sediment, and landfill to construct the large

bases. The US military acquired tens of thousands of acres of land on which to build

these facilities and to establish rock quarries, uncovered storage, staging areas and

rights of way. At year’s end, the consortium’s workload had expanded by 600%, and

the value of the construction project more generally, 1,000%. In February, 1966, the

Navy’s officer in charge of construction (OICC) cautioned, ‘we’ve only really begun

to fight the construction side of the war’.25

‘A period of… frayed nerves, deadlines, shortages and magnificent achievement’

The Vietnam Builders responded to the demands of war remarkably quickly,

organizing hundreds of projects at dozens of sites over the whole of southern

Vietnam. Throughout 1965, as the pace of construction work quickened

exponentially, the Builders embraced their role and grew with these demands by

expanding its workforce to more than 24,000, crowning its executive staff in Saigon

with MK’s Vice President for Foreign Operations, Lyman Wilbur, as ‘resident

partner’ and acquiring or placing on order $110 million in equipment. Project volume

had mushroomed to $12 million of work in place per month (WIP). The consortium’s

executives and engineers continued to marvel at the sheer magnitude of the

transformation of southern Vietnam. The scale and pace of the work exceeded

anything any one of the companies had ever experienced. The equipment

requirements alone in Vietnam surpassed all the equipment owned by MK

worldwide, including its subsidiary companies. Executives looked forward to at least
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another year of growth at or even above the rate achieved so far.26 They and the

Navy OICC had forecast correctly; construction in Vietnam continued to expand

exponentially during 1966 and beyond.

That the over all project would turn out to be a failure certainly was not

obvious in 1966. This is particularly clear when viewed through the lens of the

contractors and amidst the whirlwind surrounding their activities from 1966 through

1968. The Vietnam Builders’ Diary of a Contract recorded that the year 1966 was,

as wild a period as any human being can imagine. Thousands of people were arriving

from the United States, South Korea, the Philippines and 27 other nations; tens of

thousands of South Vietnamese were hired and taught a construction trade; hundreds

of thousands of tons of materials and equipments were off loaded over the beach and

delivered to depots, which were themselves in the process of being built; airfields,

ports, pipelines, barracks, hospitals, ammunition dumps, storage areas, roads – in

fact, every type of useful facility known to man had to be built for the military

services. Not the least of the problems being faced was building the base for the

contractor’s own operations – camps, maintenance shops, warehouses, etc. These

competed for the labor, materials and time which the soldiers, sailors, airmen marines

understandably felt were there to fulfill their own urgent needs. In short, it was a

period of 20 hour days, 7 day weeks, frayed nerves, deadlines, shortages and

magnificent achievement.27

Indeed, the Vietnam Builders, the name adopted early in 1966, established

themselves as a relatively permanent fixture within Saigon and within the larger

American mission. Over the year and a half extending from January 1966, the

Builder’s put in place $670 million of construction projects, compared to $130 million

over the whole of the previous four years.28 Along the way, the consortium

integrated itself into southern Vietnam in much the same way as the American

military forces. The monetary value of the projects really only tells a part of the story.

From its office headquarters complex in the heart of Saigon, the Builders began

publishing a newspaper, titled simply The Viet Nam Builders, in the spring, in both

English and Vietnamese, with a combined circulation of 46,000. Its pages carried

stories of construction projects underway, of budgets and costs and of military

adventures. The paper also ran regular human interest and entertainment features

from local dances to the RMK BRJ softball league games between the all Filipino

‘barefoot boys,’ and better equipped American Air Force and Navy teams. The

former soundly defeated the American teams even without shoes and proper

equipment.29 The paper regularly ran congratulatory and complimentary comments

from both American and Vietnamese political and military officials. Its essays,

articles and commentaries were notably positive, upbeat and even fun. The paper

contained scarcely a mention of the war’s destruction in the countryside, and its

violence shows up only episodically. Its pages contained no discussion of the politics

of war and offered no forum for airing differing views on the various aspects of the

war then being hotly contested back in the United States. These matters lay beyond

the purpose of the paper.30 The Viet Nam Builders served to connect the Builders with

readers and the readers to each other as a vital part of the life of the American

mission in Saigon and in southern Vietnam. Correspondents from Vung Tau, Ban Me

Thuot and Qui Nhon to Phan Rang, Rach Soi and Cam Ranh all provided the stories
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that came together in the pages of The Viet Nam Builders in a way that communicated

much more than ‘the news’. They helped to create the sense of harmony and united

effort that US policymakers back in Washington regularly emphasized in their own

explanations for why there was a war to be fought in Vietnam.31

The creation of such an atmosphere likely also served well a workforce quickly

cobbled together and consisting of Americans, Vietnamese, Koreans, Filipinos and

hundreds of others from numerous different countries. A consequence of harsh work

conditions, low pay, long hours with no over time, and job hazards, one of the most

difficult challenges lay in keeping an adequate number of workers in the field.

Inflation also far outpaced wages making it more difficult to attract skilled workers.

A Vietnamese worker’s pay scale, for example, was based on the 1957 schedule and

did not reflect the considerable inflation during the period. Relying on a largely

Vietnamese workforce was also cheaper since those workers earned roughly half the

pay of a Navy Seabee and were completely self sufficient; that is, they did not have to

be fed, clothed, and billeted by the US government. They could also be fired at any

time to quickly reduce costs.32

The Builders even inaugurated their own programme for training Vietnamese

students in the skills needed for construction, sending the first 219 off to various job

sites as part of a six week programme in 1966.33 At its peak, the consortium’s

workforce numbered slightly more than 51,000, with around 47,000 Vietnamese,

Koreans, Filipinos and others, and 4,000 Americans, overwhelmingly in supervisory

and management roles.

Within these numbers, however, this workforce changed a great deal. Over the

life of the contract the Builders employed between 180,000 and 200,000 Vietnamese.34

A high rate of turn over, the demands of the work and the fluidity of a war

environment in general gnawed away at cohesion and unity of purpose that the

private contractors relied upon in their constant race to make deadlines and increase

the pace of work on hundreds of simultaneous projects across southern Vietnam.

Some of the most troubling labour unrest, which the Builders’ own self evaluation

termed a ‘minor civil war,’ began not out grievances between labour and

management, but out of the general opposition to the regime.35 Despite these and

other considerable obstacles, the Builders benefited from a large pool of labour.

Because of the very limited nature of Vietnamese home production and industry,

these labourers were unlikely to be siphoned off to other attractive industry and/or

factory jobs locally. Nevertheless, the Builders’ management understood the need to

attract workers given the omnipresent war climate.36 The creation of its own

corporate work culture no doubt aided in this. It also helped the consortium to ease

thousands of American workers into the very different environment of construction

work in Southeast Asia.

At least one of the utilitarian aspects of awarding private contractors the lion’s

share of responsibility for all military construction in Vietnam was that the

considerable labour requirements would be met by Vietnamese and not by

additional US military engineer forces. To have relied on military construction units

for the needs in building up southern Vietnam would have meant significantly larger

deployments and much earlier.37 The Johnson administration still hoped to keep

these changes in US policy shrouded in secrecy. The deployment of tens of

thousands of US servicemen to build the physical infrastructure of southern Vietnam
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in preparation for wider war would have made secrecy virtually impossible. The

construction needs were too great and the scale of the work too immense.

That work environment was busier and the activity more frenetic than ever in

1966. Despite all that had been built up during the second half of 1965, it was really

just the beginning of a much greater construction project. Engineers forecast the

requirements in terms of equipment, manpower, capital and time based on the

support needed for around 200,000 American troops. No one yet imagined building

to accommodate over one half million. Even at this still limited level, however,

construction achieved a pace of $1 million of work in place per day by late summer.

The contractors expected to (and did), achieve $40 million of work in place per

month in the fall. To compound the difficulties, southern Vietnam still lacked the

infrastructure to handle the barrage of equipment and supplies necessary to carry

out that construction. As MK’s own monthly publication announced in August, 1966,

‘logistical problems are enormous, for virtually everything has to be shipped in – and

in prodigious quantities.’ The lack of adequate airfields and of ports in particular

made the build up for war all the more challenging. Military planners expected the

engineers to build a modern national infrastructure to accommodate hundreds of

thousands of troops and major war, and, yet, the very fact of limited or absent

infrastructure sharply restricted their ability to do so.

Projects required, for example, close to 45 million meters of lumber, 3,600

prefabricated buildings, 4.9 million kilograms of nails, 750,000 sheets of plywood and

45 million kilograms of asphalt, plus nearly two thousand trucks and tractors, just to

name a very few of the much needed materials.38 Construction materials competed

with an increasing flow of commodity aid, food aid, military aid and all other

imports for limited dock space, deep draft berthing and airfields. Once the needed

materials did arrive, a reliable transportation system would have to then disperse the

right supplies and equipment to the right job site out of the many hundreds then

underway.39 The Builders also required the simultaneous construction of their own

camps, demanding still more resources of labour, time, materials and a system of

efficient and rapid supply.

Creating a Workforce and Building the Bases

The workforce for this mammoth task began to take shape by early 1966, growing to

close to 30,000 personnel. Consisting overwhelmingly of Vietnamese, but also made

up of Koreans, Filipinos and other third country nationals, problems of language,

culture, religion, and basic understanding abounded.40 The Builders employed

translators on job sites all over southern Vietnam when they could. They also

inaugurated a crash English language programme conducted in tents on jobs sites in

1 hour sessions three days per week.41 The training programme begun in late

summer 1966, also aimed at creating more cohesion and continuity within the

workforce. General Manager Jim Lilly hoped to create a more harmonious work

environment as he welcomed the students of the programme into the ranks of

‘construction stiffs’ who he believed represented ‘perfect examples of the rugged

individualism that has permeated the free enterprise system.’ At the same ceremony

for the training programme, Tran Luu Cung, the regime’s Undersecretary of State for

Education, also lauded the efforts of the Builders and thanked Lilly for the ‘seaports,

airports, modern industries and highways’ at the same time he assured the students
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in the audience they were learning from ‘experienced specialists’ the very knowledge

and skills an independent South Vietnam would need in the future.42 At the same

time, the Builders presided over the grand opening of a new recreation centre for

third country nationals in the northern part of southern Vietnam at Cam Ranh Bay. A

Builders spokesman hoped ‘that the new hall [would] contribute even further to the

harmony of all the nationals here.’ The several hundred Vietnamese, Koreans,

Filipinos and others gathered at the event took in lively music, dance and cold beer

‘like fish to water’ according to a Viet Nam Builders correspondent.43 Executives,

engineers and other planners consistently spoke in grandiose terms of their hopes for

these and similar measures to yield a greater harmony and unified effort because

they were keenly aware of the problems and obstacles in their path.

The planners and industry observers connected with the Vietnam Builders

were in fact deeply ambivalent regarding these Asian workers. They brought to the

enormous task of building the physical infrastructure of southern Vietnam the same

features of arrogance, paternalism and racism that pervaded other aspects of US

policy toward Vietnam. MK chairman H.W. Morrison referred to Vietnam as ‘this

little land of confusion and suffering’ without recognizing the role played by his own

corporation and his country in that confusion and suffering. Morrison and others

believed these problems were Asian problems; they were problems associated with

communism, with civil war, with regional differences, or perhaps embedded deep in

Vietnam’s history. They were, in any case, problems the Vietnam Builders believed

they were actively trying to solve.44 Vietnam and Southeast Asia in general, was a

bewildering place that defied easy understanding by American engineers and

workers. These Americans, like those in the military, AID, at the US Embassy and

elsewhere, viewed the Vietnamese and the objectives in Vietnam through a

decidedly American and Western lens. They viewed themselves as on the right side

of whatever were the terms of the struggle. They were bringing to Vietnam all of the

accoutrements of a modern, developed society and, in doing so, lifting the

Vietnamese people out of their condition of relative backwardness and ushering

them into a new era of peace, modernity, democracy and prosperity. It can also be

said that if they expected any response in return for their efforts, it was gratitude, not

resistance and scorn. The American’s attitudes toward the workforce, whether

Vietnamese, Korean, Filipino or American, were manifest most clearly in the pages of

its newspaper published in Saigon, its in house monthly magazine, The Em Kayan,

and in other industry and trade periodicals which devoted articles to the Vietnam

Builders’ construction effort.

Articles and features dealing explicitly with the consortium’s workforce

quickly became the most common feature of The Viet Nam Builders. As mentioned,

writers made a considerable effort to highlight social and entertainment aspects of

working for the Builders. From dances, galas, and softball tournaments to barbeques,

fundraisers and picnics, the pages of The Viet Nam Builders were filled with an array

of articles that conveyed the sense of unity and even family that executives regularly

trumpeted in their public statements.

Articles also regularly highlighted specific workers and specific episodes for

outstanding accomplishment. Nineteen year old Hoang Thi Phuong, for example,

came in for high praise as the only female work shop interpreter at the Builders

many jobsites. Despite her diminutive stature, the newspaper intoned, she had
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become an invaluable asset in the carpentry shop. Having previously worked as a

translator for the US Air Force, she quickly adapted to the alien terminology of

military construction and had become ‘one of the pillars of the carpentry shop,’

according to a general superintendent. She had become, wrote The Viet Nam Builders

correspondent, ‘conversant with the new terminology as if she’d been born and

raised in the…shop.’45

Another article in the same edition of The Viet Nam Builders praised a

Vietnamese worker, Dinh Van Khang. Khang had worked for the consortium since

1963 as a surveyor and climbed the company ladder to a higher rank than held by

any other Vietnamese. However, all the paper’s readers should take inspiration from

this example. As the article suggested, though ‘none of his countrymen rank as high

in the joint venture…the road is open, and Khang has blazed the trail.’ Further, he

had achieved such a lofty status by ‘burning the midnight oil assiduously’. Khang

was a hard worker whose commitment and energy to the project others could and

should imitate. Also talented on the guitar and clarinet, he had played with concert

orchestras, taught music and earlier graduated from the Da Lat National Military

School. So accomplished was he that the article’s author dubbed him ‘“King”

Khang’.46

Pham Van Binh also received high marks in the pages of The Viet Nam Builders

for his ‘aquabatics.’ Pham had for years been employed by the consortium as a diver.

Plunging into the depths of Vietnam’s canals, harbours, ports, and rivers, The Viet

Nam Builders viewed him ‘as a kind of human submarine,’ who cut steel with an

acetylene torch, tightened bolts, retrieved lost tools, drove piles and accomplished

whatever other tasks lay beneath the waters surface. He served the Builders on the

massive Newport project as well as the Bien Hoa highway bridge, Quay 1, Wharfs 1

and 2, and Island Depot projects. He was considered the best diver in the Saigon

area.47

Articles also communicated a palpable sense of paternalism between the

Americans and the majority of workers. In one example, a Builders foreman Peter

Abeyta took responsibility for a worker who had frequently been the object of

ridicule and abuse. The foreman ‘realized that he was little bit retarded’ and tried to

protect him. Abeyta decided to take the Vietnamese worker ‘under my wing. You

have to be patient with him and show him how to do things, but he learns and now

he’s a good little worker.’ The article featured a photo (as most did) of the foreman

towering a full head above his ‘protégé,’ both wearing the ubiquitous hard hats

distributed to all workers.48 This anecdote is instructive not simply because of the

relationship it illustrates or because it no doubt reflects something of the larger

relationship. It is instructive because it made the pages of the contractor’s

newspaper.

The stories featured in the pages of The Viet Nam Builders spoke directly to

almost every conceivable element of this varied workforce. There were profiles on

wayfaring American secretaries, on Vietnamese warehouse workers being supplied

coats and gloves to load walk in freezers, on an American pile driver narrowly

escaping an insurgent’s grenade, on the heroics of two American employees who

repelled an apparent insurgent attack on a quarry, the notable efficiency of workers

building a stretch of new roadway from the village of Qui Nhon to Phu Cat, and the

opening of new mess facilities where American, Filipino, Korean and other workers
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shared meals.49 The contractors provided in the pages of this newspaper a sense of

unity; the stories bound the workers in Vietnam in much the same way company

newsletters, magazines and other outlets for shoptalk and sidewalk gossip forged a

sense of work culture in the United States.

Construction industry writers observing this epic building programme in

Vietnam revealed much about American thinking on the subject of Vietnamese

workers as well. A writer for the industry journal Engineering News Record wrote in a

May 1965 article that the Vietnamese were not initially capable of this kind of

difficult work. Often untrained and without any particular skills, the Vietnamese

workers had to be taught quickly the basic skills needed to make a contribution. The

article portrayed them as ‘small men, often weigh[ing] only 90 lb or so.’ They

‘look[ed] like children at the wheel of a big bulldozer or truck. Some are strong

enough for only four or five hours a day of such work.’50 Despite the assertion, the

author offered no explanation of how the same Vietnamese ever became such

efficient and productive farmers in this climate that exhausted the American soldier.

The article reveals as much about American paternalist notions of small and weak

Asians as it does about the nature of the work being done.

Morrison Knudsen, the lead company of the consortium, revealed something

of its own assumptions regarding Asians as it advertised the degree to which it

included Vietnamese in its workforce. In a photo spread contained in its monthly

magazine in late summer 1965, the contractor displayed full body photos of more

than two dozen Vietnamese women who worked as secretaries in various Vietnam

Builders offices. Referred to as the ‘gallery of charm in South Viet Nam,’ the photos

were a clumsy and paternal attempt to appreciate the role of these women who, the

caption noted, were dressed in their traditional ‘costumes’ for the occasion.51 The

women, each wearing traditional dress, stood posed in a tight bunch for several

photos. Standing in the calm, neat and organized space of the Builders’ offices, they

were far removed from not only the more dangerous and ugly side of military

construction work, but also from the war which raged just beyond those office walls.

The readers of The Em Kayan magazine, which was not circulated in Vietnam, would

not have gleaned from these photographs the difficulty of piecing together and

maintaining sufficient labour to carry out the hundreds of military construction

projects then underway simultaneously all over southern Vietnam.

By late summer 1966, the workforce had grown to more than 48,000. Of this

number, over 39,000 were Vietnamese, 5,100 third country nationals, and nearly 4,000

US supervisors.52 The workforce remained much more fluid than the contractors

would have preferred. The continuing rise of war and its related destruction brought

on less stability even in the relatively rarefied environment of working for the

American contractors. Hundreds of workers were injured or killed on the job, went

on strike, refused to work, or simply disappeared from jobs for extended periods. In

August, workers launched a two day general strike at the massive Long Binh base

project to protest the implementation of an eight hour working day for all

Vietnamese personnel. In November, Diep Van Lien, a sheet metal worker, died

when caught in the middle of a fire fight between the regime’s forces and insurgents

on his way to work. In January, 1967, insurgents detonated explosives onboard the

consortium’s largest dredge, the Jamaica Bay, sinking it immediately and killing three
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workers and injuring several more.53 These and similar incidents had become

commonplace.

The realities of piecing together such a large workforce compelled the Builders

in early 1966 to establish its own Labor Relations Division to begin to try and deal

with some of the problems. The Builders recognized ‘that throughout the history of

Viet Nam, no single company had ever employed the numbers of Vietnamese

workers as RMK BRJ would require.’ Consequently, the new undertaking called for a

great deal of attention and care, particularly in this war environment that contributed

to the lack of worker cohesion and stability. The LRD attempted to deal with issues

of an inadequate pay scale, of electing worker representatives, of bringing third

country nationals into the fold, of work conditions and more. Despite these efforts,

the Builders only managed to mitigate a small proportion of these and other

problems.

In the summer 1966, low wages and a rapidly rising cost of living led to ‘a most

damaging series of strikes,’ according to a comprehensive report written by the

contractors. Officials in the Saigon regime and US government agencies rejected a

recommendation to increase worker pay that the LRD believed would ‘preclude

labor problems’. From April 1965, to July 1966, the cost of living rose more than

124%. Wages had not increased over this period. Workers in the Saigon area

responded to the rejection of the wage increase proposal by going on strike. The LRD

estimated the strike cost 695,000 man hours, which accounted for 2/3 of all the time

lost to labour problems for most of that year over all of southern Vietnam. Further,

low wages had been ‘the only major complaint expressed by the workers’ and the

strike ended when a wage increase was finally guaranteed.54

Almost simultaneously, ‘general civil unrest’ substantially disrupted the

construction effort to the north in Da Nang. Beginning in April, all the Vietnamese

workers (85% of the workforce) ‘failed to report’ to the job sites, effectively shutting

down the work. This general strike among Vietnamese working for the Vietnam

Builders apparently had nothing to do with wages. Rather, it grew out of a larger

anti government movement among the people in the area. From April 5 until April

13, Vietnamese workers stayed away from the sites. Eventually a ‘minor civil war’

erupted involving tanks, mortars, aircraft, small arms and considerable violence.

Vietnamese insurgents and forces loyal to the regime clashed in and around Da

Nang, making construction impossible. Jobs sites were shut down entirely as bridges

and roads closed due to concerns over safety. The closings held up the delivery of

much needed equipment and supplies. The contractors estimated they lost 30 days of

productivity due to this incident. The disruption finally ended in late May, but only

about half of the Vietnamese workers returned to work.55

The Vietnam Builders cited a laundry list of problems with holding together

such a workforce in this environment. Living conditions on job cites, inadequate

communications and transportation, insurgent activity, unorganized workers,

language barriers, cultural differences among workers, racial prejudices, wide

variance in skill level, job site location, ‘unscrupulous agitation by unions,’ and an

inability to meet demands for wage increases all contributed to the serious problems

of instability within the workforce.56 Into 1967, pressure also mounted to curb the

overall costs of the construction programme, which topped the $1 billion mark in

May.57 Since much of the equipment and supply costs had been built in and were
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hence unavoidable at this point, the only possibility for reducing costs came in

cutting the size of the workforce. By late February 1967, the Vietnam Builders had

reduced its workforce to less than 40,000, laying off many Vietnamese, third country

nationals and Americans in the process. The consortium reduced it labour force by

over 4,000 for the month of February alone.58

Throughout the latter half of 1965 and all of 1966, the pace of the military

construction had been remarkably harried. The Vietnam Builders own

comprehensive narrative of the programme characterized the period as one of ‘go,

go, go – get it built.’59 By late 1967, however, change was in the wind. Much of the

physical infrastructure deemed necessary to launch a major military campaign

against the insurgency was now either in place or well underway. Hundreds of

major projects, massive military bases, airfields, deep draft port facilities,

warehouses, barracks, petroleum oil lubricant (POL) storage, military hospitals,

hundreds of miles of roadways, improved harbours and canals for transportation

and more had now been built. Major war raged over all of southern Vietnam.

Furthermore, the costs of the war soared beyond all earlier estimates. By the late

1960s, the war in Vietnam cost upwards of $25 billion annually.60 Though the

contract remained in place until 1972, the storied days of impending deadlines,

mounting demands for more construction projects, an insatiable need for more and

more workers, and lavish spending were over.

Nation Building, War and the Destruction of Vietnam

The Vietnam Builders constructed from scratch an enormous modern, military

infrastructure throughout southern Vietnam. The massive projects at Long Binh, and

Newport, the sprawling headquarters installation at Tan Son Nhut, and the Cam

Ranh Bay and Da Nang ports to the north, represented $790 million in completed

construction projects. These five projects, however, represent less than half of the

whole construction programme for southern Vietnam.61 Many others competed for

materials and labour and their costs ran to many millions of dollars. The great

airbase at Bien Hoa, for example, cost $80 million and became a full service facility

complete with its 3,000 meter jet landing strip, ammunition depot, POL storage and

barracks. Likewise, the large modern military installations at Pleiku, Qui Nhon,

Vung Tau, and Nha Trang all required dozens of miles of road construction,

prodigious quantities of labour and resources, the elimination of hundreds of acres of

jungle and a huge volume of supplies of all kinds to keep them operational, costing

nearly $200 million to construct.

Other projects included those at Cat Lo, Can Tho, Soc Trang, Phan Rang, Phu

Cat, Ving Long, Rach Gia, My Tho, Ban Me Thuot and An Khe. These projects

required the establishment of huge quarries in southern Vietnam to obtain the

millions of tons stone needed for roads and fill, and the acquisition of many

thousands of acres of land on which to build bases, and as rights of way. During the

life of the contract the Builders moved 70 million cubic meters of earth, used 49

million metric tons of rock product, nearly 11 million metric tons of asphalt, poured

3.4 million kilometres of concrete, enough to have built a wall 60 centimetres wide

and 1.5 meters high completely around southern Vietnam, and moved an average of

more than 500,000 metric tons of goods every month. The US Navy and the Builders

valued the construction put in place across southern Vietnam at $1.9 billion at the
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completion of the contract period.62 Certainly, such a mammoth construction

programme brought in much capital, technology and left a physical infrastructure

unparalleled in all of Southeast Asia. Only when assessed in full measure does one

begin to appreciate why those involved referred to their work as ‘the construction

miracle of the decade.’

Oddly, this enormous military construction programme, which made the war

itself possible, is completely absent from nearly all accounts of the war in Vietnam.63

The Vietnam Builders became as much a part of the life of southern Vietnam as did

the US military. They were everywhere at once, carrying out hundreds of

construction jobs simultaneously. They trained many tens of thousand Vietnamese

and others in English language, welding, pipe fitting, carpentry, road building,

heavy equipment operation, surveying, mechanics and many other required skills.

The consortium employed far more Vietnamese than any other business in southern

Vietnam. The Builders, together with the US military, were far and away the single

largest employers in southern Vietnam. Through their newspaper, the Viet Nam

Builders reached out to a disparate workforce to communicate a particular work and

corporate culture. A presence in southern Vietnam for more than a decade, the

private construction firms carried out a staggering array of military building. They

substantially transformed the physical features of southern Vietnam. The area went

from an underdeveloped former French colony to a complex system of modern

military bases, airfields and ports, making it defendable, in only a few short years.

At the same time, the massive military build up and ensuing war undermined

the very nation building campaign that had launched the American mission to

Vietnam from the mid 1950s. The influx of over 500,000 US troops, thousands of

contractor employees, hundreds of millions of dollars in military and commodity aid,

together with intense warfare in the south Vietnamese countryside, all contributed to

the general destruction and dislocation visited upon Vietnam during the period. By

the late 1960s, for example, the war produced approximately 4 million Vietnamese as

refugees who fled the war in the countryside and either moved into the congested

and chaotic urban environment or into refugee camps built by the Americans to

receive the growing influx. Many Vietnamese villages and farmlands were destroyed

by bombing, warfare, and by defoliants designed to destroy vegetation and expose

the enemy. Many refugees fled these collection centres and returned to their villages

only to find them destroyed and/or deserted.

The increased warfare also led to a general public health crisis. No

infrastructure existed to contend with this outcome. Cases of cholera spread from

only a few hundred in 1963 to more than 20,000 by 1965. Observers commented on

the lack of sanitation, clean water and reliable medical care within the camp system.

Little or no work could be found for those housed there. Over the next few years, the

war claimed 100,000 civilian casualties annually. By 1968, an estimated 30,000 50,000

amputees awaited prosthetics that most never received. Another 50,000 or more

civilian war victims died each year before reaching understaffed, under funded and

overcrowded hospitals. An investigation by Dr. John H. Knowles, superintendent of

Massachusetts General Hospital, found that nearly one third of the Vietnamese

people contracted tuberculosis, 80% suffered from ‘worms of one sort or another’

and that the regime in Saigon on whose behalf the United States fought, ‘spend[s]
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less than one percent of [its] budget on health services, less than any country – with

or without war.’64 Much of Vietnam was in tatters.

The economy, by now entirely dependent upon continued US aid,

haemorrhaged as a consequence of large scale warfare. Inflation soared, with the cost

of living growing by 74% in 1966 alone. The price of food, the most important single

cost in a Vietnamese family’s budget, also rose 70%. The Saigon regime’s tax base

was minimal and could not begin to pay for itself, with income taxes never

amounting to even 10% of the budget. The city of Saigon collected 14% of its total

revenue from nightclubs and bars patronized overwhelmingly by the Americans.

Corruption was commonplace and grand in scale. Officials of the regime,

businessmen, US servicemen and those clandestine operators on the thriving black

market fleeced the US aid programme for countless millions each year.65 Yet, the

scale of war made continuing this already alarmingly ineffective and costly

programme necessary.

While the enormous military construction programme had merely made

southern Vietnam militarily defendable, it simply exacerbated what were already

deep economic, social and political problems. Those Vietnamese working for the

Vietnam Builders had been trained for jobs they would never occupy once the

Americans had gone because the nation of ‘South Vietnam’ had never and would

never materialize. The war could never address or remedy the most difficult

problems facing the American effort below the seventeenth parallel. ‘South Vietnam’

grew out of the somewhat arbitrary Geneva settlement of 1954. Supposed to be only

temporary, the United States nevertheless attempted to make the division permanent

and to build the new nation as a non communist bulwark in Southeast Asia. The

difficulties in doing so were always far more political than military. Political

problems proved intractable and, in fact, only worsened as the years passed.

Answering those problems with an enormous military construction build up, the

‘Americanization’ of the whole programme and the launching of major war did little

to change that, despite the near total physical transformation of southern Vietnam

which occurred in the process.

Following the Tet Offensive of early 1968, US policymakers began looking for ways

to end the tragic and failed involvement in Vietnam as a means of restoring the

nation’s vaunted role in the world. Lyndon Johnson’s successor, Richard M. Nixon,

also viewed the salvaging of American credibility in the world as among his most

important tasks.66 After 1968, the United States moved in this direction, dramatically

reducing its direct military role to fewer than 50,000 by summer 1972. The war itself

finally came to an end in January 1973, with the total withdrawal of all US forces. The

Vietnam Builders sharply drew down their own operations and the decade long

contract came to an end in the summer of 1972. Recognizing the end of the contract

and the end of an epic construction programme, the contract’s lead sponsor,

Morrison Knudsen, opined, ‘there are no more pyramids to build. We have just

completed the largest construction effort in history.’67 The author, Morrison

Knudsen’s former General Manager for Saigon operations, failed to recognize that as

he wrote those words, the war too was rapidly coming to an end, albeit an

unsuccessful one for the United States. Despite that ‘largest construction effort in
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history,’ and maybe in part because of it, the many years of nation building in

southern Vietnam had ended in failure and the collapse of the entire project.

The Vietnam Builders, despite the enormous effort and physical transformation

of southern Vietnam, were never able to overcome Vietnamese nationalism and the

popularity and persistence of the insurgency. They could not make ‘South Vietnam’ a

reality. They encountered the problems that had dogged the entire US effort over

many years. Massive construction projects, a large military effort, and the imposition

of various features of US culture could never succeed without popular support and

widespread legitimacy among the people.
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